
Session 2

Exploring how to support 
student thinking about 
democracy in our    
CSPE classrooms 



Learning Intentions

How to get students in our 
classrooms interested in 
democracy 

Explore strategies to support 
student thinking about issues 
related to democracy



Democracy across the airwaves



Opportunities for student research

• Review the radio program 
schedules from RTE Radio 
One, Newstalk and other 
relevant stations

• Make a list of the 
issues related to democracy 
which are discussed

• How issues are discussed 



Student Awareness of Democracy 

1. Join your breakout room where 
your group will act as producers 
of a short TV or online show 
related to democracy.

2. Discuss: What are some of the 
main democracy related issues 
in the media at the moment and 
in the recent past?

3. Decide: Choose 5 issues raised 
in the media which would 
engage your students with 
democracy. Aim for a mix of Irish 
and international issues.



Our thoughts

1. What decisions were 
made  in your room and 
why?

2. How would you support 
your students to engage in 
discussion of these issues 
in your classroom?



Audio as extension for students



How do students know what's 
actually happening?



Framing issues related to democracy

Individual (private) focus Structural (public) focus

What do you think about the 

decision of An Garda Síochána 

to introduce bodycams from 

2025?

What did An Garda Síochána 

and/or the Irish Council for Civil 

Liberties say about the 

introduction of bodycams in 

2025?



Approaches to framing conversation

Frame 

conversations 

through

Human rights
Social 

responsibilities
Legal



What is the 
purpose of the 
conversation?

Challenge 
majority views

Critically 
evaluate 

government 
policy

View an issue 
from multiple 
perspectives

Raise 
awareness of an 
issue related to 

democracy



Democracy Related Issues 
Across the Strands



Our thoughts

Which activity did you choose 
and how might this support 
your students?



If you could only choose one…

Click the image to access website

https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1803473724083536740


Our thoughts

Which activity did you choose 
and how might this support 
your students?



Assessment Opportunities in CSPE

Ongoing assessment can 
support the student in their 
learning journey and in 
preparing for the Classroom- 
Based Assessment related to 
this short course

CSPE Specification p.18



Lunch
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